GLOBAL AVANT-GARDE AND MODERNIST STUDIES (GAMS)

GAMS 400-0 Modernism and the Avant-garde: History and Theory (1 Unit)
Theory and historiography of avant-garde and modernist movements around the globe.

GAMS 420-1 Global and Avant-Garde Studies Colloquium (0 Unit)
Taught annually. May be taken for 1 course credit-requires presentation- or zero-credit enrollment. Cluster students are expected to enroll for more than one year, though only once for course credit.

GAMS 420-2 Global and Avant-Garde Studies Colloquium (0 Unit)
Taught annually. May be taken for 1 course credit-requires presentation- or zero-credit enrollment. Cluster students are expected to enroll for more than one year, though only once for course credit.

GAMS 420-3 Global and Avant-Garde Studies Colloquium (1 Unit)
Taught annually. May be taken for 1 course credit-requires presentation- or zero-credit enrollment. Cluster students are expected to enroll for more than one year, though only once for course credit.